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(:03). In the last 2 workshops we talked that as soon as we see a breakthrough then we 

will call a short workshop, it needs to be shared. We show the new MaGrav Generator in 

its raw state across the world so the governments can't block. Last year in July, 2015, we 

released the MaGrav power reduction Units. Some of you could not see huge result. Now 

what you need to do is disconnect the live wire to the Grid and Ground, and plug the S 

into the main Power supply. You don't need to feed it or add energy to it. (:07). These 

units are fixed to 3 to 4 kilowatts. With the new unit you add a second MaGrav that 

becomes the supplier and triggers the first unit. You plug the 2 units together and then 

plug into the Main of house. The 2 Units become the Power Generators. Those who made 

there own at home can buy the 2nd Unit to plug into their homemade Unit. In the coming 

time we will release this new Blueprint. (:10). First it goes to manufacturers and then to 

public. We have now released humanity from oil and gas. (:14). Video of new Units. He 

has got over 3 kilowatts connected and NO POWER only the MaGrav. We have reached 

a total power supply. (:20). The power unit is only extra the goal is a SS. A Blueprint will 

be released for everybody to build a SS. (:27). Remember I talked about building an arch, 

afterward you take the scaffolding away. You build your S in a container with Gans 

material, and Gans balls, and a MaGrav S inside ... after you get your SF working you 

empty the container. If you can create the Gans motion at the bottom of container you can 

show dynamism without action, motors or batteries. (:29). A video of creating motion 

without motors. For man of science this is so important creating motion without motors, 

with Gans. Rotation of liquid starts with the only the double core Gans ball. It can rotate 

at very high rpm. If you fill the balls in the right way, then you all can build a SS. In 

health units you can reduce cancer in minutes. You control this with your mind. We don't 

need fuel to make rotation. This video is one of the greatest BREAKTHROUGH!! (:36). 

It will be controlled by thoughts. Dr. Batya explains how he did it, from the 121 

workshop he filled the Gans, in bottom, and he felt it to start rotating. (:40). He shows his 

current work, inside bucket is all his Gans's and he has 4 cores within cores, double core 

balls. (:42). He is using the CO2 Gans on his grey hair and almost all of them turned 

black. In inner core (ping pong balls) he filled with LP of all Gans's and AA, and he 

scratched his skin and put some oil in it for control. Keshe says you do this so that you 

can control the S. In these cores, because you are of the human race you have to add these 

AA for control. In all containers put a mixture of AA in them. Then in the inner cores you 

want AA from the fat of your skin or blood if you have a Gans of it, then you have a 

control of the reactors from the center. DO NOT put your own AA in the outer core, 

because for the time being you do most of the control from the center. You dictate the 

speed of rotation and amount of the flow, this way you start to understand you control the 

shape of SS, the distance of the gap, the G and everything else. I will teach you a lot 

today. (:45). I put CO2 Gans in 2 outer cores, and CH3 in others. and mixture of all 

Gans's in the bottom of bucket and LP on top. Immediately as I put the balls in they start 

to arrange themselves in SF. I see it building forces up. -48   

(:50).   (:55). Douglas tells what he did, same as other man, water started to rotate. (:59). 

Composite Gans rotating at 10,000 rpm. He rotates it above the Gans balls and they start 

rotating. (1:02). The rotating Gans has such power to move matter state, liquid. This is 

how stars are created in the U. The bubbles Douglas saw in the ball are Pl bubbles and 



are all in motion and create their own field zones. When you see them they are free MG 

fields and are Pl, if you can gather them together by high speed rotation then your S 

changes. The bubbles lock the 4 reactors together and it's the beginning of a SF. At this 

point the SF is locked, you can't do anything about it, and can drain the water. It's just a 

matter of moving the 4th ball up and down until the vortex is created, created by field Pl, 

it will adjust with the earth's MG fields and create lift and motion. There is a slight 

NOTE you have to take, they put a drop of their blood or AA in center of each inner core. 

Remember the teaching on the soul being in the center of the brain. (1:06). When you 

achieve this point, because your AA had a say in its creation, you have full control 

through your E. By your thoughts you position yourself, think lift and you achieve lift. 

Renan discusses S with control over M and G. I work with Bernie on S control through 

the soul and E because he has this capability to interact. (1:10). He uses Lead Gans in 

center bottle (not rotation, because only working on control), only for controlling fields, 3 

bottles around CO2, CH3, and CuO2 on top.  He gets 3 meter radius of M fields. (1:18). 

He has achieved up to 34 meters, hit the wall. For G he reaches 13.6 meters. He measures 

it by performance of car engine, M makes engine run better and G makes it run worse.. 

(1:21).  (1:24).  (1:36). When we got the choking feeling, the other man got dizzy, but 

when we let it in, then the flow into the body was very strong into the neck and head. The 

flow was Anti-Clockwise. All the 3 points in the head connected, he managed to control 

it, (1:41). The dog got really excited and jumping around them, he thinks when the M 

switched it released a lot of energy. (1:43) Douglas says that his whole garden, yard is 

attracting lots of wildlife, and they can get really close to the wild animals. Keshe says 

the environment of the Pl changes the environment of living. (1:46). We can try to add a 

3rd core and use the same Gans as the center, the interaction of the middle core, it's a 3 

layer core, a transition section, and a matter section, when they all start rotating you'll see 

a new dimension in the world of Pl. It works like the layer of the skin, you start creating 

materials. (1:47). Armand is developing one of these 3 core reactors. Inside core he put 

mixed Gans and his blood, middle core CH3, CO2, outside core mixed Gans without 

blood, the 4th core a little heavier and on a motor, he rotates, all 3 cores are rotating, and 

some little bubbles in the center. Yes at high speeds a bubble in middle, Good! No air 

gaps. You can see the empty hollow center. You should make one CH3 on its own. 

(1:54). Armand made a MaGrav with a different way of coiling, and in the middle he as a 

double core. (1:57). We show you the first lines of the development and it's up to you to 

take it further. (1:58). Dr. Klaus shows work on the glasses, tubes filled with ZnO2 and 

Iodine Gans for seeing the soul. A friend had pain and he tried to focus on him with the 

glasses and he reported an immediate change. (2:01). We will bring this workshop to a 

close, we have broken the power of energy control.  The control of Multi-national 

corporations coming to end of slavery. The people across these world are sharing and 

developing the T. The KF manufacturing will make for sale SS Unit to fit to your car for 

about 20,000 Euros. Warning to governments people will start crossing borders and they 

need to resolve it. (2:04). In a few weeks time you will see people flying around. (2:08). 

A promise to Fabio's family, about the criminals by killing by intention.  (2:11). Keshe 

focuses for the next 6 weeks on making a SS.  Douglas's video of rotating balls. The 

machine rotates clockwise and the balls anti. (2:17). The Chinese said he is welcome to 

China without a visa if he can come with his SS. I will be there soon. (2:20). Professor 

Zhu speaks but lost. Ali asks if he show his bucket and MaGrav. (2:24). Lady asks if 2 



people can mix the AA in the inner core? Yes, but when you do this you'll find out the 

one who is best for the craft will lead, and the ones who plan can never take control 

because they loose more then they receive. You can even put 10 people's AA, but the one 

who truly wants to serve will end up the leaders. (2:27). Paul from Togo, made silver 

Gans, share on Thursday.  

 


